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INTRODUCTION
Indian Railways is the largest and most preferred mode of transport system in country. Daily it transports

lacks of people by passenger trains and millions of tons of freight by goods trains over the entire length and
breadth of India.  Indian Railways (IR) is spread over a vast geographical area of about 63000 route kilometers.

The Signal & Telecommunication (S&T) department of IR plays a vital role in safe running of all trains and
optimum utilization of line capacity. It is also a provider of amenities to the passenger like electronic display
boards for giving trains arrival and departure information as well as coach position information. S&T assets are
spread over the entire Indian Railways.

On the telecom front initially overhead line wires were used for providing control communication. Later
they have been replaced with underground Quad cables. At present, OFC is preferred over the UG Quad cable
because of the wide bandwidth it offers. Most of the UG cables are already replaced and the remaining are
being replaced by OFC. All these communication media are utilized for providing Control communication
which is a vital tool for running passenger/goods trains and for monitoring and regulating all train movements
for the purpose of efficient utilization of line capacity and for maintaining punctuality of train movements.

Control communication has been provided between divisional control office and all way stations in the
divisional jurisdiction. The control over train operations is exercised by the collective efforts of different
controllers located in control office. For this purpose every controller is provided with an independent speech
network/channel connecting the concerned way side locations. These speech channels are named based on the
type of control exercised through it.

Section Control/Train Control: This is provided for communication between the Section/Train Controller
in the control office and all wayside stations, junction stations, block cabins, loco sheds and yards in a control
section for the control of train movements and effective utilization of section capacity. Section Control is
provided mainly to control the movement of trains within the control section given.

Deputy Control: This is for getting information on the movements of rolling stock and train ordering for
freight transportation. etc in particular. This is provided for communication between the Deputy Controller and
important stations, junctions & terminal stations, yard master's offices, loco sheds etc.

Loco Power Control / Traction Loco Control: Its purpose is optimum utilization of electric locomotives.
It is provided for communication between the Loco Power Controller in the control office and the various loco
sheds, important stations and yards in a division.

Traction Power Control: Provided between traction power controller and SM's Office, FPs/SPs/SSPs for
maintenance of OHE system in RE areas.

Engineering control: It is used for controlling maintenance activities of engineering department like track
maintenance, ballast movement, line blocks etc.

Remote control is meant for remote operation of 25 KV Traction equipments, which works on Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA) principle.

Emergency Control: This is mainly provided for communication in emergencies between train crew and
the control office. The traction and permanent way staff can also use this communication facility during their
routine maintenance and restoration activities. This communication circuit is established by providing emergency
sockets on rail posts at every 1Km interval along the route.
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EC Sockets on Emergency Control Circuit

The control office can be contacted by plugging a portable control telephone into any of the wayside EC
sockets. The Electrical Department staff need to contact frequently the Traction Power Controller during their
day to day maintenance activities.

Communication on Railways for Disaster Management
A comprehensive Communication System is required to be set up on the Railways to encompass all

requirements of the Railways Disaster Management. Railways have their own extensive communication systems
which would be used for Disaster Management too. However, we need to have standby arrangements especially
to ensure 100% communication availability in case of any type of manmade or natural disasters. Sharing of
OFC network, where required with others, like BSNL, may be ensured by tie ups in advance. This will also be
inter-linked with the communication system with outside agencies of the concerned Central and State
Governments, IMD etc. Preparatory work may be done for quick installation of communication system (satellite
system) between Railway control set up for flood and affected locations locations/station. This can even be on
make shift raft, boat etc. Similar arrangements can also be made in earthquake affected areas. There should be
a provision for Telecommunication with Relief Camps as and when and where these are set up.

COMMUNICATION AT ACCIDENT SITE
The following are the essential communication equipments at accident site,

1. Portable Telephone (PT Set) : This is the first device designed for communicating with HQ from mid-
section of Rly line. A separate 4wire circuit called Emergency Control is provided on Underground
Quad cable for this purpose. This circuit is terminated on EC sockets provided at every one Km inter-
vals along the rail route. This offers a simple, easy to use and less expensive mode of emergency
communication.
Communication from the site of accident is to be established as soon as an accident takes place. For this
purpose, drivers of all trains shall be provided with portable control telephones. As soon as an accident
occurs, driver/asst. driver shall establish communication with the portable control telephone by plug-
ging into the emergency sockets, so as to establish communication with control office.
In addition to drivers being provided with portable control telephones, guards of all passenger carrying
trains are also provided with portable control phones. Guard of the passenger train shall also establish
communication with control office as soon as an accident occurs.

2. Magneto Telephone: Magneto telephones can also be used to establish communication from accident
site to nearest station/Cabin.

3. VHF sets: The next phase of emergency communication is offered by VHF sets connected through radio
waves (wireless) in the VHF range, 30MHz - 300MHz. This mode of communication is very flexible,
easy to use and, more important, no location and physical connectivity constraint. And also, using
multiple channel frequencies number of point to point communication links are possible with this,
simultaneously.
In addition to portable control telephones, drivers and guards of all trains shall be provided with 5 watt
walkie-talkie (VHF) sets. As soon as an accident occurs, information can be given to the adjacent
station using the walkie-talkie set, wherever possible and apart from this, it is also necessary to estab-
lish communication with the control office using portable control phones. In some sections arrange-
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ments are available to communicate with control office on walkie- talkie/duplex VHF sets and this may
be used where such arrangement exist.

4. Auto phone facility: An Auto telephone instrument connected on to pins 3&4 of an EC socket in the
mid section can be extended up to the auto exchange phone line of either adjacent way station or HQ
office (control office) by means a half quad (pair) on the UG Quad cable. The net result is an auto phone
facility in the mid section.

5. Auto Dialing System: This is also similar to the above auto phone facility but the difference is that
instead of a separate half quad the full quad of EC circuit itself is used for extending two auto phone
lines( both Railway and BSNL) of HQ station to the accident site in the mid section. In this mode of
communication one more equipment is used in the Control office, to on to which the auto phone lines
are terminated, in addition to the field instrument. Selecting either Rly or BSNL line is done through the
‘ * ’ or ‘ # ’ keys of the field telephone.

6. Cell phone: Using present day cellular communication systems a mobile or cell phone can also be used
for emergency communication from accident site, provided network coverage exists.

7. Satellite phone: This equipment makes use of communication satellite system, like Insat, for making
calls from accident site to headquarters and other pre-arranged locations.

Accident Site Communication facilities in Accident Relief Trains (ART):
Accident Relief Trains are located at strategic locations of each division and are provided with the following

communication equipment for providing additional facilities.

1. PA system - for making important announcements.
2. Megaphones - for giving instructions to rescue teams and passengers.
3. Magneto Telephones – for fixed communication arrangement with adjacent station.
4. Walkie-talkie sets -
5. Satellite phone - For communication with control office and Rly board.
6. FAX, PC with E-mail facility - It is desirable to send pictures of accident spot to Railway Board/Zonal/

Divisional Headquarters using email for which extension of internet/railnet to site is required. It is
desirable to send video coverage to Railway Board/Zonal/Divisional Headquarters, as and when the
necessary equipment are provided in the ARTs.

7. It shall be possible to provide the communication using satellite technology / through Railways own
OFC links/ BSNL network.

8. Mobile telephone exchange (WLL) may be established, if available.
Limitations of Existing Systems

Many of the above mentioned systems have some very serious limitations like only one type of communication
device can be used on one communication link at a time. For example: 1. Using the pair of telephone line
provided on pin numbers 3 & 4 of EC socket, if tapped outside by a separate pair of conductors, at a time only
one device either an auto phone or a magneto phone or a FAX machine can be connected.

On to the EC socket at a time one Control phone or an Auto dialing field unit or an auto phone can only be
connected at the accident site.

Alternate Solutions
Alternate solutions to the above mentioned limitations of emergency communication equipment can be

derived using systems implementing modern technology. For example, one such system called MAPLE-4C has
been offered by one of the communication equipment manufacturers in market.

Maple 4C
Based on the versatile design features, this system can handle number of connectivity issues/limitations

currently faced in emergency communication systems used on Indian Railways. It shows simple solution to
these limitations by providing multiple services at accident site that can be accessed from a nearby way station
through the 2 wire auto phone line connectivity on 3 & 4 pins of EC socket. Maple 4C offers multiple simultaneous
emergency communication facilities required at accident site.
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These are

1. Auto phones (BSNL/Rly) interface
2. Control Phones interface ( 4 wire & 2 Wire)
3. Ethernet interface to extend video or send data on need basis

Applications of Maple 4C
The services that can be offered by Maple 4C are list below:

1. PD MUX Decongestion
2. LC Gate Voice Logging
3. Mid-Section Communication through EC Socket
4. BPAC on dedicated channel
5. BPAC on dedicated OFC
6. SP/SSP communication using OFC
7. Auto changeover at IBH for BPAC using Quad/E1
8. Saving Cable pairs
9. Miscellaneous other solutions

Multiple Applications of Maple 4C

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
MAPLE 4C is a multiple access integrated device with modular design. It supports total 124 DSO slots with

cross connect ability to integrate multiple dedicated data, voice, Ethernet applications over multiple network
links. It can provide maximum of 4 E1s with cross connect capability at 64Kbps level. It provides full range of
voice and digital data services to subscribers located at different locations requiring interconnection to establish
voice and data networks over E1 / copper pair / OFC link ups.

The usage procedure is simple plug & play and all the connections are standard and no in depth training is
required for staff to handle use it. This product has following flexible features

This can be used on E1, quad ( copper ) & OFC – very versatile
Modular chassis with three slots, each slot with an 10/8 line capacity.
Product can be powered by either AC mains or -48VDC supply
Product supports Telnet Port & Console Port
Product consists LED indicators on front panel for easy first level diagnostics for trouble shooting
Simple audible alarm is available to draw the user attention in case of link failures
Can support multiple topologies connectivity - such as daisy chain , point to point , ring etc., which adds
further flexibility for the product
The unit can have separate voice and data transmission, each to the appropriate carrier or service. This
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feature enables deployment for multiple services and internet access

The front panel consists of LED indicators to show the status of connections.

The back panel is consists of three slots, labeled as SLOT 1 , SLOT 2 & SLOT 3. Each slot can
accommodate pluggable modules like FXO (exchange side interface) , FXS(telephone side interface)
and 4-wire E&M to provide multiple services like 2-wire auto phone, 4-wire Control Phone, Hotline
phone or Ethernet interface.
These slots supports hot-swapping of I/O modules without disturbing other modules • Modules use
standard interfaces like RJ45 or tip & ring etc for easy connection at the sites.
Four E1 interfaces with RJ45 sockets are provided which can be connected to E1 of STM equipment at
way stations or to the E1 driver (G703 modem) at the emergency site in the mid-section. The other side
of the E1 driver is connected to the 2 wire line/pair of Quad cable
Maple 4C can be powered either directly from 48V DC or 230V AC mains.

 Multi-service Communication Link Extended To Accident Site Using MAPLE 4C
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TRIAL TEST IN BZA DIVISION:
A Trial test has been conducted in BZA division to study the performance as well as practical issues in

implementation. As shown in the figure given at Annexure below MAPLE 4C is connected to STM equipment
through E1 connectivity at BZA exchange. The same E1 is configured and derived from the STM equipment in
OFC hut at way station KCC and extended to the MAPLE 4C at LC No 306 @Km420/22-24 (KCC – PVD
section) using one pair of G 703 modems (E1 Drivers) connected through a copper pair( in Quad cable) terminated
on pins 3&4 of EC socket at LC No 306. The E1 side of the G 703 modem at LC is connected another MAPLE
4C. Different types communication devices that are connected to MAPLE 4C at LC No 306 could communicate
with their counterparts at BZA exchange.

Equipment At BZA Exchange:
1. E1 Cable
2. Maple 4C - with FXO, FXS and E&M modules in its 3 slots
3. Railway & BSNL auto phones, FCT with CUG SIM, Hotline phone and Control phone

Equipment At KCC OFC Hut:
1. G 703 Modem as E1 Driver connected to STM E1 port
2. A Half Quad (pair) of Quad cable connected to 2 DSL port of modem

Equipment At LC No 306 @ Km420/22-24:
1. G 703 Modem - connected to 3&4 pins of EC on one end and other end to E1 port of Maple 4C
2. Maple 4C - with FXO, FXS and E&M modules in its 3 slots
3. Auto phones, Hotline phone, Control phone and Ethernet for Laptop
4. Power supply for the Maple 4C can be provided from the inverter available in ART, which operates from

12/24v battery supply. In addition to these equipment one E1 was configured in both STM equipment to
establish connectivity between BZA exchange and LC No 306.

Conclusion
At an accident site when it is required to provide emergency communication, presently we are able to

connect either one auto phone or one control phone only on to the EC socket nearest to the site. If one more
telephone or any other communication device like auto phone, other control phones, Hotline phone, FCT and
FAX machine is required to be provided there is no scope further on the EC socket to connect one more device.

This serious limitation can be very well overcome by using a MAPLE 4C equipment along with a E1
converter (G.703 modem) on to the same EC socket at the accident site. The 3 multi-module-support slots and
4 E1 ports on the back panel of MAPLE 4C to facilitate connectivity of multiple devices through the multiple
ports available on them. There are 10 ports each on FXO & FXS modules and 8 ports on E&M module for
connecting telephones and other communication devices. Thus MAPLE 4C offers a better and a more value
added solution over our conventional method of accident site communication practice.

Annexure
Set up for the Trial Test conducted in BZA Division


